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BEF asked for 5%
tuition increment
next fa:ll semester
By Dennis Pohlman
Students at UNM can expect no
less than a 5 percent tuition increase
next fall, but according to ASUNM
Lobby Committee chainnan Mark
Duran, the increase will likely not be
as large as changing economic
trends would seem to dictate.
Duran thought that the S percent
increase reccomendation agreed
upon during meetings Wednesday
and Thursday by the Board of Educational Finance was at least manageable by New Mexico students. A
S percent increase means about
$10.80 more per student for tuition
at UNM, New Mexico Tech and
New Mexico State University, and
the $10.80 would also be assessed
against the other three statesupported universities.
Duran said that while the Lobby
Committee had asked for no increase, S percent was less than
several proposals. He said BEF
members received a very bleak report on projected state revenues for
next year's budget from the Department of Finance and Administration, and there was talk of increasing
tuition much more than 5 percent.
Duran also cautioned that while
the BEF recommendation would be
5 percent, what the state legislature
would end up approving was another
story. He said the BEF recommendation is in no way binding in
the final budget appropriation for
education.

"We will try our best to keep any
increase to a minimum, but I think
considering all the things the state ·
will fund, and with revenues below
what they have been, S percent
seems reasonable," he said.
Duran said he had explained to the
BEF that students are faced with rising costs in nearly every area, and
have difficulty getting jobs to help
pay these expenses. He told BEF
members that UNM students are
much more dependent on their resources than are students nationwide, so substantial tuition increases
would hit them harder.
A bright spot at the meetings,
Duran said, was funding for the state
work-study program, which began
last year. He said not only had the
BEF recommended that the program
be continued, but that funding
would likely be increased by 5 percent in that area as well, bringing the
total to $1.05 million. The Lobby
Committee had asked for $5 million,
but Duran said it was unlikely even
before the meeting, that a 400 percent increase would be recommended.
Duran added that the transition
between Gov. King and Gov.-elect
Anaya, as well as the Democratic
caucus, to determine the committee
assignments and the speaker of the
House of Representatives would be
important factors in determining
how the education budget would be
settled once the legislative session
begins in January.

Joe CevareHa

SPRUCING UP for the big game: Unlvei'Sity Stadium looks/ike a different place than it did
only a WHk ago. Jtlff Tun:otte {left}, Mark Wieneke anti Mark Steward of the track team
paint the lett.,. In the endzone under the glare of the new lights. A spokesman for the
MUSCO stadium light company Hid the Installation Is complete. Members of the track
t•m voluntHred their tlfforts Thui'Sday because, as one of them said, 'The football team
does us alia favor by winning. Our budget has already been increased, so we'll helfll them
out.'
,.

350 American Indians exp~cted Endorsement of Utton
for Issues Forum at University gets good response
By Stephanie Dominguez
More than 350 American Indians,
mostly students, from tribes
throughout the Southwest are expected to gather today at UNM for
the Indian Issues Forum, .. A Call
for Action," said Stephen La
Boueff, forum panelist.
La Boueff, a UNM graduate student, and a Blackfeet Indian, said
the forum's purpose is to bring Indian people together in a social atmosphere, to increase their awareness of
issues affecting them, and to '•involve'' them inhelpingtheirpeople.
UNM has about 760 Indian students from 65 different tribes, La
Boueff said. "Yet, there hasn't been
an Indian voice here at the university. It's hard to get Indian people
together and make them aware of
what is happening around them."
Although the forum is open to the

public, students from universities,
colleges and Indian boarding
schools throughout the Southwest
have received special invitations, La
Boueff said.
The Indian Issues Forum, organized by concerned Indian students
at UNM, and assisted by Native
American Studies, KIVA Club and
other campus Indian groups, will
provide Indian students with a panel
discussion on "Indian Resources,"
and another on ''Indian Education in
the Southwest: Issues and Strategies
for Change."
La Boueff, moderator of the
education panel, said, ''We would
like to see educators take advantage
of the rich cultural resources avail_.
able in the Southwest. We would
like to see Indian students using
these resources as a base to become
directly involved in studies that
could help Indian communities."

Who is this man and why is
he holding a pair of under•
wear under a spotlight? SEE
STORY PAGE 9.
Christmas tradition strong at
UNM: SEE STORY ON PAGE

3.
The most Important .game in
Lobo football history? SEE
STORY PAGE 10.

".

Sedillo said Utton has capabilities "above and beyond the
A petition circulating in the political and technical skills''
law school, urging the Board of necessary for the job. "He is
Regents to select UNM School of sensitive to the needs of the uniLaw professor AI Utton as versity and the state and is aware
UNM's next president has re- of the resources available in New
ceived a "great response" Mexico," Sedillo said.
according one of the law students
The petition emphasizes thaf
who drafted the endorsement.
Utton is a native New Mexican
"AI Utton is a native New and an internationally recognized
Mexican who understands the scholar, with a good background
distinct needs of UNM and the in enviromental issues and ties to
assets of this ml.dticultural Mexico and Latin America.
state," the petition says in part. It
Utton, S I, is one of six UNM
was drawn up Thursday.
presidential candidates being
By early morning, .several considered by the Board of Repages of signatures had been fil- gents. H::: has been teaching inled by members of the law school ternational, administrative and
community, including students, resources law here since 1962.
faculty and staff.
He received his bachelor's de"What I like about Utton is gree in geology from UNM, stuthat he's student-oriented/' said died international law at the UniBeatriz Garduno, a law student versity of London and received
who stopped to sign the petition his law degree from Oxford Unicirculating yesterday in the law versity in England, where he stuschool commons area.
died as a Rhodes scholar. He is a
member of both the England and
Joe Sedillo, a second-year Jaw New
Mexico bar.
student who is distributing petiHe is a graduate fellow of the
tions, said one of Utton' s strong
points is his concern for and Yale Law School and tnerriber of
· understanding of minority stu- Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa
Phi. He was an associate law
dents.
''Utton· has been active in re- partner in the John Simms Law
cruiting minority students into Offices of Albuquerque from
the law school," Sedillo said. 1959 to 1961.
Utton, a native of Aztec,
Minority Jaw student organizations are expected to issue sepa- N.M., is married and has two
children.
rate endorsements.
By Gayle M. Krueger

. The forum will also provide. various workshops, including: "Alcohol and Drug Abuse - Problem
Solving," "Strategies for Continuing Education at SIPI," and
''Indian Leadership for the Future.''
A special workshop calling for a
regional Indian student association,
will be .moderated by Lila Bird, a
Cochiti Pueblo Indian and a UNM
graduate student in public administration.
The day's activities will conclude
with an Indian feast, music, poetry
readings and an art exhibit.
''It wiU be a celebration of life,
essentially a ritGal," La Boueff said.
The forum's activities are free to
the public. Registration begins at
8:30a.m. in the New Mexico Union
Building. The fmt 200 registrants
will receive free feast tickets. The
forum begins at 9 a.m. and ends at6
p.m.
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TOP DOG
CHICAGO STYLE HOTDOGS

Immunization advised
to combat flu season

by United Press International

IS NOW

OPEN SUNDAY
SUNDAY SPECIAL

WASHINGTON - Senate
Budget Committee Chainnan Pete
Domenici, R-N .M., said Thursday
he has "an open mind" on moving
July's I0 percent income tax cut to
January.

*FREE*
SALAD

with Italian Seer Purchaao
I.OMAS AT VALE

TAKEOUT· 842·1192

But Domcnici said he opposes the
idea, under consideration by President Reagan, if it is the administra·
tion's "singular approach" to aid·
ing the economy.
,
"I want to keep an open mind
about that," Domenici said in an
interview. "But as a singular
approach I would not favor it."
Senate Republican leader Howard

A Call for
"ACTION"
Indian Issues
Forum

Sub Ballroom
November 19,
9 AM- 6 PM

Baker of Tennessee and House GOP
leader Bob Michel of lllinois were
cool to the proposal in a White
House meeting with Reagan.
Michel expressed ''serious reservatior.s" and Baker said, "I really think the best thing to do at this
moment is to let the president think
about that idea some more.''
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan
said Reagan is leaning toward
asking for the tax cut acceleration,
and predicted the benefits to the economy would outweigh hiking the
federal deficit by as much as $8 billion.

·u

a week--We open at 9a.m.

2112 Central S.E.

ENJOY A HERTZ
FOR THANKSGIVING.

MILEAGE

and placing a fee on imported oil. He
said the added revenues could be
used to rebuild bridges, highways
and airports-' 'They are in a most
serious decay.''
Reagan is considering a gasoline
tal{ increase proposal.
''We need not make huge domes·
tic cuts," .he said. "The military •..
it has to grow but I believe it has to
be restrained somewhat from what
the president wants."
He said if Congress and the administration ·do not act on the economy, the federal budget deficit
could mushroom to close to $200
billion for each of the next four year.

the tax and taxed at the same rate.' '
The government maintained the
Alaskan exemption was justified because of the higher costs of produc- .
tion there.

s

tion - for killing Ken and Noel
Johnson of Albuquerque - is still
pending.
Justice William Federici, in a sixpage opinion, said Gilbert "received a fair trail, free from error."
The court rejected six arguments
Gilbert made in seeking a reversal of
that conviction.
Two of the arguments were de·
cided in the earlier court decision
involving the murder of Ms.
McMullan, and Federici referred to
that opinion to answer Gilbert's
claims.
In those two arguments, Gilbert
claimed the trial court erred in refusing to suprcss his confession and re-

fusing to quash the indictment
against him.
The other four issues were:
- The trial court should have
reached a verdict in Gilbert's favor.
- The court was wrong in denying motions for a mistrial based
on two separate statements made
during the trial.
-The court should have permitted Gilbert to make an opening statement after the state attorney made
his, even though he did not plan to
call any witnesses.
-The trial court erred in refusing
to declare a mistrial because the state
attorneys failed to prove assertions
made in opening statements.

Nine former N.M. Penitentiary guards
file slander suit calling for $1.1 million
ALBUQUERQUE - Nine fonner
prison guards are asking for $l.I
million apiece in a breach of contract
and slander suit claiming they were
forced to resign by New Mexico
Penitentiary Warden Harvey
Winans.
The nine resigned last Dec. 4 in
the midst of an investigation that led

to federal wire fraud charges against
an inmate.
The inmate, James V. Dees, Jed
corrections officers to believe he
would employ them as part of the
security force of a fictitional multinational import firm, He pleaded
guilty in February and had five years
added to his original2-10 year sent-

cnce on fraud and escape charges.
In their suit, filed in District
Court, the guards said they were intimidated by Winans and forced to
resign despite the fact tbey were not
involved in any wrongdoing. In the
process of the alleged intimidation,
they said, they were defamed and
their privacy was invaded.

Subcompact standard
transmission car

FOR RESERVATIONS,
CALL TOLL·FREE:

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?

1·800·654·3131

Just $85 will put you on
road for five full days with
unlimited mileage In a standard transmission subcompact car. If you are 18 or older, have a major credit card
and a valid driver's licehse, that's all you need. Tell us
what size car you would like, and we'll have it ready for
· you starting November 18.
Rates are nat di~countable. Gasoline, applicable taxes, optional
Collision Damage Waiver and Personal Accident Insurance are not
included. No charge for mileage. All cars subject to availability. ·
Cars must be returned to the renting location no later than No·
vember 29, 1982 or higher published Hertz Dally Standard Unlitn·
ited M11eage Rates will apply to the entire rental period, and a
drop charge will also apply. ror rentals of less than 5 days, regular
Dally and Weekend Rates apply. Ask lot complete details.

#1 fur Ever~M

HI!RTZ RENTS FoROS AND OTHER I=INE CARS

If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.
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sons over 55 years of age. People in
these two groups are most affected
by the virus.
Lauer said advances in immunization procedures mean that only one
vaccination is required for full protection. In the past, she explained, it
was often necessary to give a series
of vacinations to people under 26
years old to insure the vaccine would
have tho;: desired effect.
She cautioned that some people
should not get the vaccination, People that cannot eat eggs because of
allergies, those already sick with the
flu and pregnant women should
probably not be vaccinized, Lauer
said.
The total cost of immunization at
the Student Health Center is $9,
Lauer said. The actual cost of the
vaccine is $6, and the center charges
a $3 service charge for the vaccination. Students will need a valid ID to
obtain the prescription, and the center will be open from 8 to II :30 a.m.
and from 1 to 3:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday for the vaccinations,
she said.

Philosoper says people
search for the ordinary

Kerr said the Alaska exemption
provision alone could not be found
unconstitutional, leaving the remainder of the act intact because it
would amount to a legislative action
by a court.

By Terri Jenkins

Court upholds 2nd death- row conviction

SANTA FE- The New Mexico
The high court Wednesday upSupreme Court has upheld another held Gilbert's first-degree murder
murder conviction of death-row in- conviction for the shooting death of
mate William Wayne Gilbert, who his wife Carol.
faces a lethal injection for killing an
It marks the second time in less
than three months the court has upAlbuquerque couple.
held separate murder convictions for
Gilbert, who has been convicted of
four first-degreee murder charges
stemming from separate incidents in
Bernalillo and Valencia counties .
..........:!!
In August, the high court Upheld
NEWSLAND BOOKSTORE
his conviction for the death of AlbuNew Inventory
querque model Barbara McMullen.
He was sentenced to life impris+Discover our larger book
onment for the deaths of his wife and
& magazine selection
Ms. McMullan. The automatic
+calendars for 1983
appeal of his death-penalty convic+We're open until 9pm 7 days
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To help increase needed revenues, Domenici said consideration ought to be given to a S-cent-agallon federal gasoline tax increase

WASHINGTON - The Reagan unifonnly to all states.
Last year, the tax raised $14.5
The Windfall Profit Act, signed billion, according to the Indepenadministration announced Thursday
it will ask the Supreme Court to by President Jimmy Carter on April dent Petroleum Association of
overturn a ruling declaring the wind- 2, 1980 as part of a deregulation of America, a plaintiff in the case.
fall oil profits tax unconstitutional. oil prices, was expected to bring the
In his 14-page decision, Kerr said
In a brief statement, the Justice government $227 billion by the end
the Constitution requires that inDepartment notified a. federal court of the decade.
President Reagan opposed the direct taJles be applied uniformly.
in Cheyenne, Wyo., it will appeal
the ruling by U.S. District Judge windfall profits tax during the 1980 He said the tax ignored the requireEwing Kerr. Kerr ruled Nov. 4 the campaign, but his administration ment that ''in each state where crude
tax is invalid because it exempts now faces the prospect of a federal oil is found, the production and reAlaskan oil and thus is not applied deficit that could reach $175 billion. moval of that crude oil be subject to

4 o'clock Feast
and Entertainment
by Paul Ortega
Rich Hubbel
"Paintings"
Simon Ortiz

5DAYS

The July tax cut is tbe third and
final installment of Reagan's income tax reduction program designed to stimulate the economy by
leaving more spending money in
consumers' pockets.
In a speech before the Rubber
Manufacturers Association, Domenici said tbe "No. I priority for this
Congress and the president is to find
a way to make America grow
again."
·

Chills, fever, aching joints, a rundown feeling - all those flu symptoms that people would like to
forget- can be avoided if precautions are taken, according to Marion
Lauer, R, N,, who runs the Immunization and Alergy Department
of the Student Health Center.
Lauer, who has headed the immunization department for seven
years, warns that experts believe
tbat this year's flu season will be
more widespread than last year, and
while she does not think an epidemic
is likely, she said a little protection
will go a long way,
''It takes about 30 days from the
time of immunization until a person
builds up a real. protection to the
influenza virus,'' L;mer said, With
tbe onslaught of flu season expected
in mid-December, now is the time
for vaccination.
Lauer said persons with chronic
health problems like heart, kidney or
lung trouble should seriously consider immunization, as well as per-

U.S. to appeal court's windfall tax ruling

Workshops:
Education
Resources
SIPI
Navajo-Hopi
Land DisDute
Southwest ·Indian
Student Assoc.
Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Indian Leadership

•

By Dennis Pohlman

Skepticism surrounds proposed tax cut

NOON·6PM

.

...·!

Stanley Cavell's lecture "In
Quest of the Ordinary'' treuted his
audience to a display of philosophical pyrotechnics Wednesday night.
Cavell is the Walter M. Cabot
Professor of Aesthetics and the
General Theory of Value, DepartmentofPhilosophy, at Harvard University.
Cavell's lecture was cosponsored by Michael Fischer,
UNM associate professor of English, and the Graduate School Lecture Series.
Fischer introduced Cavell as
"one of the most innovative, challenging people writing on literature
today," because he confronts skepticism in modern philosophy
through the usc of romantic literature.
''We are not involved in just the
quest for the ordinary,'' Cavell said.
"We are also involved in an inquest
for the ordinary .It is disposed of and
obtained, autopsied and augered."
Cavell cited various philosophical
concepts of ordinariness: Thoreau's
quiet desperation, Emerson's silent
melancholy, Austin's drunken profundity and lack of seriousness.
Cavell said exploring ordinariness was a romantic quest he was
happy to join. "It's childish to rebuke the world ... wandering about
tbe world saying, 'Wake up, you
don't have to be so miserable.' "
Wordsworth's "Preface to the
Lyrical Ballads" and Coleridge's
"Biographical Literaria" and
"Ancient Mariner'' were references
Cavell shared with the audience.
Cavell credited Wordsworth with
"making the incidence of common
life interesting.'' He said Wordsworth was hourly communicating
with the best in the elementary or
common life.
"Yet we accept our custom as
dictating the ordinary," Cavell said.

"Coleridge couldn't accept this why should I?"
"I propose some day to write about Coleridge's book," Cavell said.
"It has some goal. His path is as the
terrain pennits." Cavell feels Coleridge's inability to get started and
keep from digressing in his works
gives credit to Coleridge as a philosopher. "Coleridge repudiated the
English and French philosophers
and turned to the German thinkers,''
Cavell said. "Schelling is known in
tbe English-speaking world because
Coleridge translated him.
"The uncertainty created by
doubting whether the world exists is
a willingness to participate in the
adventure of romanticism.'' Cavell
said. "Poetry or its quest is then
giving the world back. The death bf
the world is the death of the poetry of
the world.
"A world lost, for me, is skepticism enough.'' Cavell said. "Are we
grateful for the bargain ofthe world
we do know? Or angry for the world
we do not?"
Cavell then turned to Heidieger
and his 1950 essay "The Thing,"
saying one question in the book dealt
with ''what in the thing is thingly?' '.
Cavell found the analytical philosophers to have an "apparent exchange of animism for skepticism.''
John Wisdom's essay "God" investigates the animism of which
Cavell spoke. "It questions the ability of mind in trees, flowers, etc.,"
Cavell said.
Cavell said Wordsworth's "our
birth is but a sleep and a forgetting"
was a statement about the growth of
the human mind after childhood.
''We should grieve not, but rather
find strength in things left behind,"
Cavell said, "It provides inspiration
to give up revenge for the death of
the world.
"And to place the ordinary in the
light in which we live it, is to ask,
'what remains of interest to us?' "

'THE SEASON is on us,' says Marion Lauer as she gives Richard Rivera the 1982-83 flu vaccine.
Lauer said December through March is the time when most people contact the flu and those
considering receiving the vaccine should do so now.
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Finalists to be announced for
Black Studies' $250 scholarship
Students who wrote papers for the
Black Students' Symposium on
Black Studies competition for a
$250 scholarship will find out who
the six finalists are on Monday.
These authors will then have one
week to prepare for oral presentations to be given at a public symposium at 7 p.m. Nov. 29 in UNM's
Kiva. A panel.of five is judging the
competition, which was entered by
17 students enrolled in AfroAmerican Studies courses and black
students in other departments.

"Black Studies is more than mere
cultural awareness which in itself requires a high level research and
scholarship to be effective. It is,
therefore, an area of inquiry that requires exeellent research and scholarship skills," said Shiame Okunor, Academic Director of the AfroAmerican Center,
Okunor said the symposium is
part of an ongoing effort to provide
academic opportunities in the area of
Afro-American Studies.

thegenera
to·r

open1Gam·lpm
Mon.•Sat.

111 Harvard SE
8117 Menaul NE

(across from UNM)
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Editorial

Porky fullback, nuked blimp highlight bowl game

S.S. evaders should register
Commentary by Sam Montoya
In Janua.ry 1980, President
Jimmy Carter reinstituted registration of 18-and-19-year old
men in the Selective Service in
an effort to underline the United
States' resolve in responding to
the Soviet Union's adventurism
in general and the invasion of
Afghanistan in particular.
Carter's action was warranted
considering global political instability and the perception - so
graphically depicted by the failure of the U.S. Navy to rescue
the 52 hostages in Iran - that the
Armed Forces are woefully unprepared to protect American interests abroad much less project
short-term military strength into
troubled regions of the world.
Since reinstitution of the
Selective Service system, 7.8
million of the approximately 8.5
million meri required to register
within 30 days of their 18th birthday have done so, according to
the Director of the Selective Service, Thomas K. Turnage.
Faced with a 70 percent compliance rate through December
1981, Ronald Reagan announced
on Jan. 7 that the administration
was granting a grace period by
which those persons evading
their moral and lawful duty to
register with the Selective Service could do so without fear of
paying the price- 5 years in the
slammer a.nd a $10,000 fine.
"Ain't no such thing as a free
lunch" is a fair interpetation of
what Reagan was saying.
According to Turnage, more

than 800,000 men took Reagan
up on his offer, bringing the compliance rate to 93 percent for
those born from 1960-1963~
These latter figures Turnage
cites covers the period from
January 1980 through March 23.
Despite Reagan's grace
period, many young men continue to evade registration. Enten Eller, a 20-year-old
Bridgewater College (Va.) student and the son of minister who
long ago committed his church
to the pursuit of peace and conscientious objection, was convicted of evasion and ordered to
make amends within three
months or take up residency in
jail.
Russell F. Ford, a Wesleyan
University student, objected to
registration because he found it
unconscionable, saying he is
willing to pay the price for his
actions. "I believe in what I do so
strongly that I am willing to go to
jail. It's an act of moral witness
and an act of civil disobedience,"
Ford said.
To date, 12 men have been
prosecuted by the Justice Department for evading registration. But with Monday's ruling by
a U.S. District Judge in Los
Angeles, the "death knell" of the
system may have been sounded,
evaders claim.
Specifically, Judge Terry Hatter Jr. ruled that 12 mens' constitutional right of free speech was
vio'ated because only the most
vociferous opponents of the system were prosecuted. Hatter also
ruled that registration rules were

Life
and
Related

put in place "a mere 21 days"
after publication in the Federal
Register, rather than the required 30 day period.
Almost immediately, Draft Action, an improperly-named
Washington D.C.-based group
allegedly representing the evaders, claimed a victory. However,
before Draft Action breaks out
the champagne and caviar,
someone should remind them
that no one in this country has
been drafted since the Vietnam
War. Reinstitution of the draft
takes an Act of Congress.

Subjects
Qy Dave Barry

We're approach! ng the college
football bowl-game season,
.which is an exciing time of year
unless you hate college football,
in which case you better hope
y9u don't live in one of those
areas where they take it very
seriously and shoot !It people
like you from moving pickup
trucks. You can tell if you live in
such an area, because on game
days people dress up in costumes depicting animals. Your
big-time football colleges are
obsessed with animals, called
"mascots." For example, the
University of Arkansas is really
big on the razorback hog. You
may wonder why an instituiton
of higher learning would want to
be represented by an especially
vicious member of the pig family; the answer is that such animals serve to inspire the football
players, inasmuch as they (the
animals) are willing to risk great
injury for no apparent reason.
Razorback hogs are very difficult
to tackle and if one of them ever
develops some appendage that
enables it to carry a football, it
will be offered a full scholarship
by a every serious football
school in the country.

So, the upshot of Hatter's ruling is that about 700,000 immoral, law-breaking men are allowed
to live in the land of the free and
the home of the brave as though
they are upstanding citizens.
This is a slap in the face of all
veterans.
Since Americans live in a political system where the rights of
the individual must be balanced
with those of the state, we must
respect the right of evaders to
speak their peace. But, when
those same evaders flout the
law, the rights of the state must
be upheld.
The Armed Forces, in part,
have made and kept this great
country of ours what it is todaya bastion of democracy and leader of the free world. Like the great
country western entertainer
Merle Haggard sang to a generation of Americans more than a
decade ago: "If you don't love it
(these United States), Leave it."

IF '((X!
INSI5T!
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Letters

Economic theory inspires ire
Editor:
It is with considerable perspicacity that I am able to contain
my sphincters, much less retain
my boiling pretentions in order
to refute the patently pedestrian
epistle submitted to your journal
by Mr. Alemayehy this Wednesday last.
Even the most implicit of the
eschatologists would surely
NEW MEXICO

Daily Lobo
Vol. 87

381400

assert that economic methodol- these radical-positivist deluogy must per se, that is a priori, sions.
Must our very Presbyterian inbe arbitrary. One would fail to
perceive viable options. With te- stitutions be directed? Will there
dious indignation, I "ex-Hume" be nothing left to metabolize for
Mr. Alemayehy's flippant con- the pataphysicians? And where
tention: "Reality is irrelevant to are the heresiarchs? Where inproviding support for a theory deed Mr. Alemayehy .•. ?
One need say little more over
relevant to establishing the truth
of a theory'' -what rubbish! the festering pustules of rational
Those of us who hold dear the epistemology. Why wallow in
analytical-synthetic dichotomy the warm bile of gratuitous rightas the primary abuttment to our eousness longer than the umvelt
own subjective ontologies (our will tolerate? Those of us who
mode of being in the world) must have seen, know!
continue to take exception to
David Aubin
those who stubbornly retain

OH,.
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No. 65

With all the talk about racial
discrimination recently, I would
like to bring out a point about
races themselves. There are
three races of people: Negroid
(black), Caucasiod (white), and
Mongoloid (yellow or red). An inaccurate view made by most
people is including Hispanics as
non-whites.

?
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KEITH JACKSON: Welcome to
tlw 45th or 46th annual Rose
Bowl Game, pitting the topranked University of Ohio and
Most of Indiana against the undefeated University of California
at Las Vegas. This is easily the
most important sporting event in
the history of the world, and the
fans are really excited.
(The camera focuses on some
fans sitting at the top of a packed
stadium the size of Rhode Island.
One of them leaps to his feet,
thrusts an index finger into the
air, shouts ''We're Number
One," and topples over backwards int the parking lot 235 feet
below.)
JACKSON: Helping me with
today's broadcast will be former
Notre Dame Coach Ara
Parseghian, who will drone on
endlessly between plays about
things like "flankers.'' Ara, I
guess the big question is, will
Ohio be ready?
PARSEGHIAN: Well, Keith, as
most of our viewers know, Ohio
suffered a serious setback three
weeks ago when Coach Bum
"Bo" Whackman shot an opposing line-backer with an automatic weapon during the closing
seconds of the Michigan State
game, and the Sportsmanship
Committee of the National Col·
legiate Council of Associated
Amateur American Athletical
Associations ruled that Ohio
would not be allowed to practice
for two days. But .I spoke with
Coach Whackman just a few minutes ago, and he told me that
his team is ready, and he sincerely regrets shooting th linebacker,

Reader feels mixed blood
means only one race
Editor:

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published

Graphic Artist ...••••...•. Priscilla Gonz.ilez

Of course, your left-wing intellectual critics would charge that
enrolling a hog in college is just
one more example of how big·
time football corrupts academic
standards. These critics would
trot out the same old tired list of
complaints, namely that a lot of
players at big football schools
skip classes and never graduate
and have trouble understanding
words bigger than "hut." But are
these criticisms really fair?
Should we condemn all big football schools just because of the
actions of the vast majority of
them?

Of course not. Beside$, we
need big-time college football. It
offers us glamor, excitement and
a New Year's Day activity that
requires only rudimentary motor
skills, namely watching bowl
games. These are games between big-time schools that have
earned the right to play eE!ch
other by beating a lot of wimpy
schools during the regular season by an average score of 73 to
nothing. If you want to know
what big-time college football is
all about, you should definitely
tune in to a bowl game this year:

soI ~

Many Hispanics can trace their
roots to Spain. The Iberians were
thought to be the original inhabitants of Spain, and they are be·
lieved to be related to the early
people of Italy, France and the
British Isles. These people later
mixed with the invaders of
Spain. the Celts, Romans,
Carthagenians, Teutons and
Moslem Moors.
Before Mexico was indepen·
dent from Spain in 1821, many
Indian and Spanish people mar·
ried and their offspring were called. "mestizos.'' Also, when the
Spanish people Christianized
some of the Indians, they gave
them Spanish surnames. In
South America, many Spaniards
married the Indians and blacks
located there. Consequently, the

mestizo were then though to be
an entire new race of "brown"
people. Hispanics being called
"brown" people is as ludicrous
as Adolf Hitler calling the Germans a superior "race." I am
sure not too many people care
what the word "race" means because the Hispanic community is
still thought to be "different"
from the Anglo-Americans.
It is sad that we often label
people by religion, educational
background and race. Maybe
someday we will look at a person
as someone with individual dif·
ferences to share with us, instead of as a person who we
think Is a threat because he
might ''change" us.
I am not trying to divide the
Hispanic people by saying there
are white, black and Asian Ired or
yellowl people within the Span•
ish community. I am merely
pointing out the facts.
Most anthropologists agree
that the three races have similar
characteristics that help define
each race, but several anthropo·
logists will argue that there is
only one race-the human race.
Cyndi Montoya

•

expecially since Ohio was leading by 41 points at the time.
JACKSON: I guess the other
big question is, can Ohio stop the
hog?
PARSEGHIAN: It won't be
easy, Keith. Once the University
of California at Las Vegas
coaches corrected the hog's
tendency to root for grubs in the
backfield, it went on to break all
of the school's career rushing records in a single game. It's also
maintaining a 8-plus average.
JACKSON: So much for the intellectual critics. Okay, let's go to
the field for the introduction of
the players and the spectacular
pre-game ceremonies,
FIELD ANNOUNCER: Ladies
and gentlemen, here are the

players who will be competing in
today's game. All .of them are
from small towns near Waco,
Texas, and all of them are major·
ing in communicptions. Now will
you please rise for the singing of
the national anthem.
(The crowd rises to hear Barbra Streisand and the Morman
Tabernacle Choir sing the
national anthem, at the end of
which the U.S. Army color 9uard
fires a nuclear missile directly
into the Goodyear Blimp. The
crowd roars its approval; dozens
more fall into the parking lot.)
JACKSON: While we're waiting for the grounds crew to clear
the melted rubber from the field,
let me remind our viewers that
both of these schools are mem-

bers of the NCCAAAAA and are
really excellent academic institutions and football builds character and sportsmansip and none
of this has anything to do with
money. Now let's view several
dozen commercials urging you
to buy trucks and beer.

NEW MANAGEMENT********NEW LOW PRICES
COPIES (FREE Collation)
TYPING (24 hour service)
BINDING (velo & comb)
LAMINATING (up to 18'' wide)
PASSPORT PHOTO'S (5 min service)
PROFESSORS PUBLISHING

OPEN
Mon-Frl 8:30·6:30
Saturday 10·5
2312 Central S.E.
Across from Popejoy Hall
255-9673

WE CAN HELP YOU MEET YOUR
END OF SEMESTER DEADLINES

GREAT CALCULATORS
FROM TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
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Texas Instruments

electronic printing calculator
with display and memory
Tl-5142

$89.95

~

TEXAS INSmUMENTS SPECIALS

I

l
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SALE

TI-1750·111._-;:LC:::::,D~S;;.:Iim~l~in~e..,.------------'1~5~.9~5-~13;:.f:!f95
D·1776
Solar Powered
19.95
17.95
D-35SP
LCD Scientific
25.00
19.95
Tl-55·11
LCD Programmable with statistics
50.00
39.95
TI·58C
480-Step programmable
115.00
89.95
n-59
960-Step programmable
250.00
199.00
PC·lOOC
Printer/Plotter TI-58C/59
225.00
190.00
n-LCD
Programmer Hexadecimal/Octal
75.00
67.50
BA-35
Business Analyst
35.00
. 29.95
BA·II
LCD Business/Financial
50.00
39.95
TI·5142
Plain paper printer-display
115.00
89.95
n-SfMO.II
Thermal plinter·display
75.00
67.50
n..S219
Commercial printer-display
205.00
165.00
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sale ends U/30/82
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HOLMAN'S~

'

401 WYOMING NE• 265•7981
QIJaliiY products lor the World Of Science, Engineering I Business.

t

VISA
MASTER CHAIIGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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QjToolc, is abol,lt ll fllm star ln the l9SOs who makes
a debut in the new world of televi$ion. (Louisiana)
An 0/Jker and a Gentleman~R!chp,r~ Gere and

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting

Albuquerque's Deborah Wenger star in this over·
sentimentalized, heavy handed, clichelsh love story
that works. (Coronado)
PolttrKfist~A mischievous &host lusts af~er a, little
girl, leaps o~o~t of 1\ televi!!lon l)nd rear.rnnge$ the
furniture In this Spielbera thriller, Shows as a mldni~ht movje this weekend. (Louisiana)

Saturday, December 4, 1982
9:00 am Room 230 SUB

Rlcllard Prlor.L(ve on _the SUnset Strip-The great

Agenda

block hope of comedy brings his genious to the screen
In the runnfest movie in years, Prior'~ vuls;ar truth¥
are deliverei;J with impeccable timing (of co~lfSe) IUld
In addition to the ocm-stop lauglHer you also l!!~rn
why he stppp~d 5\lYing *'nigger, 11 Shows as a midnight movJc, (Lollislanu)

I. Call to Order
Il. Minutes, November 6, 1982
IU. President'~ Hcport • Dolph Uarnhousc
IV. Committee Reports
V. Old Business
VI. New Husincss

The Secret of Nlrnh/The LordO/the. Rlng.r·Animat~

adventure Is the core of this double feature. The
Secret of Nimh is lhe tale of a cour1=gous mother
mouse and her efforts to protect her children against
their ev_U enemy-man. J.R.R. Tolkein's fanta~Y about
th!!! ever.,.popular hobbit heroes Frodo Baggins and
Sam aamgee comes alive In Ralph Baksbi's Lord pf
ihe Rings. Shows Wedne:iday and Thursday. (Don
Pancho's)
A Star Is Born/SufiSf/ Boulel!ard·This double feature
fs the begining of Don Pancho~s series focusing on
11 Great ladies of the Silver Screen," This week
focuses on Judy Garland and her soaring voice in
Director Oeorge Cukor's musical version of A Star Is
·Bom and also on Oloria Swanson as a silent film star
who takes in a gigolo in Sunset /Joufevard, Shows
Sunday, Monda)' and Tuesday. (Doll Pancho's)
Sl1ptrmlllf /l-In this episode we get to watch lots of
adventure together with Jots of love as the
rcla!ianshlp bc:~ween the big HS'' (baby-blue-I:!Yed
Chrisropher Reev~) and. Lois Lane (Margo Kidder)
develops, (Hiland)
Star W41rs: The l!mplr~ S(rlku Back-The original
comes back to make more money for the already rich
Lucas, Still, you know you're getting. (Louisiana)
Till M(Ut_/age Do Us Part-This romance-~omedy is a
satirical look at manners and morallties. Shows
Friday, (SUB Union Theater)
Time Bandits-Last year's zany, slapstick comedy a
group of medieval midgets who go through time on a
gold hunt,(Winrock, Lobo)

Bagels and Cream Cheese
will be served.

BOOT SALE
Dingo Now $49.95

FRYE
(Reg. $120.00)

ZODIAC BOOTS
Now In Stock

5307 Menaul NE
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New Mexil:o Symphony Or.:he~tra Nov, 20 nnd 21 at
the KiMo, Tickets· arc $8 for adulls, $$ for chll~ren
for reserved SCIHing. and ar.c nvallableat theAOT box
office or at the doo~, More informatio.n is available at
298..0811 or243-0!i9l,
The Kliler, ..Bug~ne Jonesco's dramatic observation
on planned soi:iety, the welfare state and regimen·
tation, will be t}le UNM Theatre An Depaflment's
next presentation. Show~ Nov, 19 Md 20, De.;:, .2, 3,
and 4, Ticke~s are $4 for the gfnentl public, $3 for
UNM students with J.D., f!lCUlty and staff, Century
Club members and senior citizen~ and are available at
the UNMFine Arts Box Office,
Nue~·o Mextca Si, ..a musical-drpma about the hislory
of New Mexico, wUI be presented at 8 p.m. frictay at
tbc Nuestro Teatro, In celebration of iu 90th
prcformance and first year ftnniversary-, and again at
;J p.m. Sunday, Tickets for all ~haws are $4 for the
general public, $3,50 for sfudent wit~ I.D,, senior
citizens anQchildren under i2. Reservations and more
information is availableat25&.7164,
The /Vulcrqckt,..The classic Tchikovsky i:'allet will b~
performed at Popejoy Hall on Friday, Nov. 26 at 7:30
p.m., Saturday, Nov, 27 ~t 2 p.m. and ngain at 7:30
p.m., and Sundo.y, Nov, 28 at 2 p.m. Tickets are
$12.6(), $10,60 and $8.60 for adults, $7 .60, $6,60 and
$5.60 for children 12 and under and are available at
the Popejoy .Hall Box Office.
Tallt)' 1s Folly- Lanford Wilson ,Pulitzer Prize· winning
play never before staged in lhe Southwest and
featuring UNM anthropology profmor Phillip Bock,
will be presented at the Vortex Friday and SSturday
evenings at 8 p.m. and Sunday afte.rnoons at 2:30
p.m. through the end of the month. Reservations are
available by phone at the Vortex, nt247·8600,
Thrte Goats and a Blanki'(·Thls Christmas comedy,
about marria~e, divorce, alimony and remarriage, I~
now being p~esented at the Barn Dinner Theatre.
Tickets arc Sl$.SO per person on Sunday, Wednesday
and Thursday, Sl6.50 on Friday Blld $J7,.!'i0 on
Saturday, More l_nformallon and regervatlons are
available from the Barn at28l-3338,

avaiii,J.ble at all Giant Ticket Outlets.
A11leep at ihe Wheel-will be at the Golden Inn
Salurday, Nov. '},7. Tickets are $;:.5o and are
available at all Giant Ticket Outlets.
Bauteor the.Bands,~featurins regional groups, will be:
a,t the Civic Auditorium on Saturday, Nov, 27.
'rickets are $$ and are !lVaila.blc at all Olant Ticket
Outlets.
Cheap Trick-wilh Novo Combo will be a Graham
Central Station Friday, Dec. 10. Doors openal6 p.m.
Tickets Qr~ $11.SO and arc availnblc at all Giant
Ticket Outlets.
A Christmas r'a~:ty,~featuring th!!! music or Zeta
Reteculi, Spanish mariachis and puppets, will be held
in the UNM SUB Ballroom on Wednesday, Dec. 1
from II a.m. to 2 p.m. Refreshments will be served,
Childrefl are encouraged Ia allcnd Qnd admi:isfon is
free,

El Paso Pro-MuslcA·featuring the chamber choir and
!lrJ;"bestra and special guests wjll be at Keller Hall
Sunday, Nov, 20 beginning 3 p.m. Ti~;kets are$3 for
tl!e general publlc1 $2 for UNM students with I. D.,
f<Jculty !lnd staff, Century Club members ant;! s<,:nior
chlzens and are uva,ilable at the UNM Fine Arts Bpx
Office.
ll~ndel'5 Messiah-will be perfarmed by lhe UNM
Symphony Orchestra and combined choru~· Wednesday, Dee. I in Pop~joy Hall, Tickers for reserved
seats are S~, $4.50 and S4, with Sl discount for
students with J.D., ;~nd are available at the Popejay
Hall Box Office.

Jggy Pop-plu~ special guest Nash fhe Slash, wll_l be at
Graham Central StatJon on Monday, Nov. 2~.
Tickets ure available at Graham.
Jellerson Stanhlp-Will be nt Tingley Coleslum on
Wednesday, Nov, 24 at 8 p.rn. Tick~tsare $12 and arc
aval111ble at all Boss ticket Outlets,
The Kdln Hall Series-will present Frank Bowen,
flute, and Rita Angel, piano, at 8:15 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 22, Tickets are $2. for the gen~al public, $1.50
for facully, staff, senior citizens and Century Club
members and$.50 for .studenu: and are available from
the UNM FineAns Box Otfice.

The UNM Jazz Band!l,~featurJng Jeffrey .Piper,
director, will perform at B:IS p.m. Sunday, Nov, 21
In Keller Hall. Admission is free.
Plrln,·a Bulgarian National Folk Ensemble, will beat

Men's & Women's
Now As Low As

$79.95

formation Is o,vailable at 256·7164.

lltu~sel at~d Gr,tel·this full·scale opern will l,le
present~ by th~ Albuquerque Opera Theatre and the

SASSY JONES

Blat:kAnaus (2284 Wyomins Blvd NE}·Shakers

Sassy Jones headed for lbig time'
By Johanna King
Sassy Jones, one of Albuquerque's most popular variety dance
bands, will celebrate their last evening in town playing for a dance at the
UNM SUB Ballroom. Soon after·
wards the group will leave on a tour
of the clubs and concert halls of Denver.
This five-man band has been
thriving in Albuquerque and other
·New Mexico cities, including Las
Cruces and Farmington, for almost
two years now. They pride themselves on the variety of music they
play, which includes FM rock,
heavy metal, top 40, rhythm and
blues, reggae and soul.
"We do music by about 45 different artists - a lot of different
kinds, but it's all danceable," explained lead vocalist Michael
"Whcre's One?" Tinker. "We're
working with a large enough song
list to where we can play just about
any situation."
The members of Sassy Jones also
stress the importance of crowd re-

sponsc. According to Tinker, the
band believes that they are "one of
the better bands around strictly because of everyone's attitude about
entertainment." He feels that "If we
wanted to play for ourselves, just for
our own enjoyment, we could sit at
home or sit in a garage. But we're
paid very good money to entertain
people. We're definitely a people's
band."
Group members include John
"Just When You Think You've
Seen it All" Standish on keyboards
and vocals; Jim "The Menace"
Mazzio on guitar and vocals; Scott
"Believe it or Not" Sykes on bass
and vocals; T.J. "The Rock" Smith
on drums and vocals and Tinker;
who also plays drums and
keyboards.
''The band focuses a lot on vocals," stated Tinker. "Everybody
sings at least two leads. We also like
to do up the harmonies real nice. It's
an emphasis of the band. "
Sassy Jones is presently in the
process of recording their first
album. Their album music is all oriEnglish JOt test would probably provide as much
entertainment. (Wyoming)
Oup Show-A composite of four scary tales put
together by George Romcto (Night ·CJ/ the LiYI"g
Dead). (Coronado)
E. T,-Dircclor Stephen Spielberg (Jaws) weaves chase
scenes; high-tech and Califomia satire ituo this en·
terta1ning tear-Jerker about the love betWeen a }'oung
boy and an extra-terrestrial. (Louisana)
First Blood·, That's rlghl, anotherSlySlallone film.

Block and BlUe/Monty Matttrs-A heavy metal rock

and roil extravaganza featuring the sourlds or Black
Sabbath and Blue Oyster Cult'(Biack and .Blue) and
Eddie Money (Maney Matters). Showi Friday and
Saturday-. (Don Pancho's)
Gran Is MisJint~birector Wayne Wang's iow~budget

film fs a comedy-mystery involving the adventures- of
two Chinese twr.i·drivers and their search for a third
partner who absconded with $4000 or t!leir Sa\'inss~
(which of course includes a chase-scene _through San
Franslsco1s Chinatown). The film has the same flair
as the old Charlie Chan moviejs that w.::rc So popular
In the 30's, (Guild)
tht Chosm·Thl!i flim tOnlalns all the elements of a
good horror nick: lots or blood and guts, a bunc}J. of
people trying to act scared and (of courlle) not much
of a plot. (Coronado)
aass o] 1984-About the only people who _w~uld be
even mildly interested in this film Would be high
SChool juniors. Ali for the rest of us, studying for an

[Wyoming)
E'unmJJ Hom to-Someone in the movie-Industry has a

morbid sense of hUmor, it sten1S like the most
popular trend in film setting these days films is
~argues. A_ctulliJy, it's kind of depressing. {M Plaza)
Harold and Maud,...Ruth Gordon and Bud Cort star
in this hlnck comedy about a young nian obsessed
with the theatrics or suicide and the 79-ye<~r old
woman who steals hlii liffectlons. Sounds a bfi absurd
but it's actually quile iouching, Shows as a midnight
movie this Weekend. (louslnna)
Held~'s Son1-~n animated tale based on I oh-anna
Spyrl's adomble characters: Heidi, the unique child
who is capable
loving all people and animtlls, her
seemingly grUmpy grandfather, Gruffle, her gran•
dFather's old dog, the inquisltlvc nnd effervescent
Spril:t, a baby goat. artd Peter the goathercd who
Sooli becomes her beSt frl~nd, Contains lots Of good,
dean fun for everyone, (Winrock1 M Plilza)
House ott Sororliy Row-But anolher one- or those
lreasurcd stab 'cm1 slab 'em nicks, ot course, due to
the subject matter, only j•real women" will be ad-

or

gina!, including songs like "Be
With You Tonight," written by
Standish, and "Love on the Telephone," written by Tinker and Mazzio. "The originals we write are
highly requested songs," explained
Tinker. "They're real popular with
the crowds because they're danceable awl they're catchy."
Tinker described the orginal Sassy Jones music as "good FM rock.
They're rock and roll songs. Some
of our own stuff also borders on
reggae.
"As far as the gig Saturday night,
the band's really looking forward to
it because it's not a bar. We're hoping we' Jl be able to play to a younger
crowd, some people who haven't
had a chance to see us yet," Tinker
said. "Because it's our last night in
town anything goes as far as the presentation. We're going to have a
good time.'' Tinker continued to described Sassy Jones as a "good time
band."
Tickets for the Sassy Jones Con·
cert/Dance Party are $4 for the
general public, $3 for students and
are available at the door.
miUed. (M Plaza, Los Alios)
Jimmy til~ Kid-A typical cops and robbers· s!il.pstick:
comedy starring Gary Coleman. and Don Adams.

Jupiter Menac.t-Yes, ·the world will end tomorrow!
(or at least by next year), Another docu-drama that
convinces its audience that tbe world we live In
doesn•t have a whole lot of time lett and that lire is a
hopeless cause. The perfect way to stan a weekend.
(Cinema East, M Plaza)
Man Who Lo11~d Womtn·A sometimes serious,
somelimes comical took at the sexes :tnd the many
faces of love, Shows Saturday and Sunday. {SUB
Union Thealer)
Mlsslonary..This comedy stars Michael Palin (of
Monty Python (arne) as a missionary who retllrns to
his homeland In Africa and is forced to '"alve his
body (O save the it souls-," (Los Altos)
Mon.rfgnot~Christopher Reeve .slars as Father John
Flaherty, a young American army chaplain who's
morality, honesty. loyalty and dedlcallon to himself,
his church arid his country are all put to the test.
(Louslnna)
Mothtr Load/On tire Rliht tra.:l~What a com·
binationl First1 we have a m<Jdem adventure about
the lure of gold and the compulsive search for the pot
at the end of the rainbow starring Charlton Heslol'l,
Nick Mancuso, J(irit Basinger and John Marley.
Then, on the flip-side, we have a slapstick coniedy
about a little black orphan who lives In the locker of a
New Yorl subway station (starring Oaf)' Coleman).
(Eastdafe)
My FavorII~ Ytnr~This comedy-drama. starring P"eter

CatQWtfl"f.l musical love story by Rcaers and
Hammerstcin, will be presented b)' 1he Civic Light
Qprea beginning Dec. 23 at Popejoy Hall. Tickets go
on s!llc D~ 8 at all Ticketmaster location5, the
Popejoy Hall Box. Offl_ce and ACOLA Box Office.
Prices range from$4 to SlO•.!'iO.
A Chrlstrmu Carol: Suoox~ lllid Mt21'/fl)'-lsrael
Horovitz's adaptation of the Charles Dickens classic:
opens Dec. 10 at the Albuquerque Little Theatre and_
shows through Dec. 12 and again from Dec. 16-19.
Tickets arc $6, $3 for children 12 and under. The
Lhtle Theatre Is !cealed at 224 San Pasquale Ave.
SW. Box office hours are Monday through Friday, 9·
5 p.m. More Information js available at 242-4750 or
242·4lll.
Cuantos Nuevo MtxlciJifo!Tht Wondl'r/ul lc' Crl'atn
St.dt-Thls.double feature will showal8 p.m. Saturday
at the Nuestro Teatro, located at 32H Central NE.
Cuantos Nutvp Mvcicano is. a new show featurins a
collection of traditional folk tales originaled in New
Mexico. 111e Wonderful lee Cream Suit, by Ray
Bradbury, Is a one-act about sV. cholos and one
magical suit~ Tickets are 54 for the general public,
$3.50 for students with I.D., senior citizens and
children under 11. Reservations and more In·

Boaart'• (Montgomery Plaza)-Mqnetics-upstaln,
Ken kelly IUld !he Eagle Creek B!lfld-downstairs
Danbl'a (2900 Coors NW)-l.inda Cotten and Street
Life

Frfar'•Nor1b(4410 Wyoming NE)·NoOn~·s Arch
Frlo~sPub (~2l

Lomas NEJ-Stridert
Clbnlltar's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE}lOl
C,.bam C.nt11l Stadon (3301 Juan Tabo)·Susy

Jones
HUDJI'Y Bur (1200 Wyoming NE)-Shampau:t
Ned'a£1Portal(4200 CenlraiSE)-.Tilt . •
Tan11111 Lounge (BOO Rio Cirnnde)~Kandu
The Wooden Hone (760l·A Central Ave. NE)·Nisht

Shift Blues Band

Popejoy Hall Nov. 20. Tickets are Sll, Sll and SIO

nnd llre available at the Popejoy Hall Box Office.
More information I$ avallable at 277·3121.
The- Plaads-wlll be featured in a benefit dan~ for
CARD, Citfzns for Alternatives to Radioactive
Dumping, at 8:30 p.m, Wednesday, Nov, Z4 Jn the
Old Airport Terminal Building, 2!1%0 Yale SE, south
of Gibson. B~r aod wtne will be seTYed, There will be
a $3 admission charge. More information Is available
at842·1194.
Leontyae Price-together with tlle New Mexleo
Symphony Orchestra will be at Popejoy Half tonfghl
bcglning at 8:15. $20 and $2.!'i tickets are available at
the NMSO Box Office. More informalion Is available
at 842·8l6l.

loaes-will be presented a.s a part of the
ASUNM·PEC Concert Dance Party from 9·1
Saturday, Nov. 20 In the UNM Ballroom. Tickets are
54 (or the &eneral public, $3 for sludenlJ and are
available at the door,
Ventures-will be at the Golden Inn al 8 p.m. Friday,
Nov. 26. Tickets arc SS.SO and are available at all
Oiant Tickel Outlets.
X and the Vktlms,•a new wave, rock-n.roll band, will
be a1 Oraham Central Station Sunday, Nov. 21. More
information Is available at 292·5622 or298..Q123.
Faron l'ouna-will be at the Caravan East Wednesday,
Nov. 24. Tickets ate $4 i.nd are available at all Giant
Ticket Outlets.
Sauy

Adam Ant-with speclal guest Will be at Oraham
Central Station Friday, Dec. 3, Tickets are $7 IUld are

Passionate protester sings a~ KiMo

ASUNM Film Committee
presents

By Ann ,Ryan
Singer/songwriter Holly Near,
who can "protest passionately on a
variety of issues without seeming
angry or embittered," (The Los
Ailgeles Times) will perform Sunday
night at 8:30 at the KiMo Theatre
downtown.

Twice" off of "Fire in the Rain"
was chosen by Billboard Magazine
as a potential hit and recommended
airplay.
Since 1977, Near has chosen to
work only with women as producers
and musicians. She is currently

being backed by Nina Goldin on
piano and Carrie Barton on bass.
Near's 25 years of experience as a
performer (she's been on stage in
one fashion or another since the age
of seven) should be put to good use
Sunday night.

Saturday and Sunday
1:10, 3:15, 7:00, 9:30
SUB Theatre/SUB Lower Level/South Entrance
Undergraduates $2.00 All others $2.50

The show, which is part of Near's
National Disarmament Tour, will be
accessible to one group of people
who rarely get to enjoy a concert the deaf and hearing-impaired.
Sign-languange interpreter Susan
Freundlich will be translating Near's
songs into American sign language
as they are perfonned.
Free child care and wheelchair access will also be provided at the concert.
Near is not new to either protest or
perfonning. She toured with Jane
Fonda and Donald Sutherland's
"Free the Army" (an antiwar
alternative to the USO that staged
shows for troops in Southeast Asia)
in 1971. Her acting credits include
the Broadway production of
"Hair," "Slaughterhouse-Five"
and many appearances on television
(she once played David Cassidy's
rival for the student body presidency
on "The Partridge Family").
Near's first album, "Hang in
There," was a 1973 production of
her own company, Redwood ,Re·
cords. She and the album's co·
producer, Jeff Langley, thlln
traveled from town to town, promoting the album at progressive radio
stations and record stores.
Five albums have been released
since then artd have sold more than
350,000 copies. She began to get
top-forty exposure when "Once or

SAT. NOV. 20 UNM BALLROOM
9:00pm - 1:00am

Students$3 Public$4
HOLLY NEAR

•

Special guest: Babe Ruth
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UNM to be decorated in green
for upcoming holiday season
service fraternity, and Mortarboard,
Mortarboard will present John
the senior honor society, were in-- Perovich, UNM's interim president,
"Follow you the star that lights a strumentul in reinstating the 1950s with a large Christmas wreath. All
Chdstmas traditions of UNM in participants will then be welcome at
desert. pathway ... "
a reception in the west wing of ZimAlfred Lord Tennyson's line is 1979.
1
'We hope to have all the luminar- merman Library, Connell said.
particularly appropriate for this up·
coming holiday ~cason's luminaria- ias placed by 5 p.m. Dec. 3," Denny Caroling will continue by the
Connell said. Connell, an Alpha Phi fraternity and sorority houses after
decoratcd UNM (;ampus.
Planning, which began in Octo- Omega pledge, and Steve Pierce and services at the UNM Alumni
ber, will result in more than 13,000 Randy Ross, Alpha Phi Omega Chapel.
Participating organizations inluminarias outlining buildings and members, arc coordinators for the
clude Blue Key, Spurs, Trailblazlighting campus pathways for the celebration.
UNM students and guests will ers, Residence Hall Student Asso1982 outdoor caroling and candlelight procession. Alpha Phi Omega, gather at 6:30 p.m. in the SUB to ciation, Las Campanas, and the lanDelta Tau Chapter, fraternity mem- begin the candlelight procession at7 guage clubs. ASUNM will contribers arc coordinating the annual p.m. Carolers will pause at the dor- bute $200 toward costs of the lumi"Hanging of the Greens" campus mitories, also decorated with lumi- narias and the Alumni Association
narias, and then continue to the pres- will donate refreshments for the recelebration Dec. 3.
ception.
Both Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed ident's house, Connell said.
Liturgy and chapel services are a
joint project of Newman Center and
Luther House. The chapel carillon
will 41dd to the holiday mood by
playing Christmas carols hourly
Dec. 2 and 3,
''The purpose of having the
Friday November 19, 7:30·1 hOO
"Hanging of the Greens" celebraSub Ballroom
tion is to develop student camaraderie 41nd promote brotherhood," Con·
Musk by MAKE-BELIEVE BALLROOM
nell said. "It's also a lot of funRefreshments &.. Entertainment
and a lot of work. "

Concert review

By Terri Jenkins

New comedian gets funny, inspiring, intimate
By Eddie Tafoya
There is something about a man
who wears one roller skate and one
spring shoe when he walks onto the
stage in Popejoy Hall that you have
to respect. And when it isn't more
than 30 seconds before a maliscious
"shut up" flies at a would-be heckler, you might feel compelled to respect him even more.

But the Gallagher concert last
Tuesday night was more than just
your ordinary comedy show Gallagher was insightful. He did
his homework. He was profound.
He told us to try to change the world,
The long-haired visual throwback
from the '60s paced for most of his
two hour show, but he was quick to
establish an intimacy with the audience by making some local and per-

sonalized jokes.
"I'm out to raise some hell
tonight," he said, "is Marcy here?"
Later he got even more personal
and said: "Over at the Lobo office
it's like Vietnam."
And Gallagher has also refined
the art of the rhetorical question
asking such thought provoking
questions as "If our knees bent the
other way, what would a chair look

FALL FORMAL

Members $3.00

Non·members $4.00.

Sponsored by U.N.M. Bo\llroom Dance Club

The key to understanding how
fantasy-role games, like
Dungeons and Dragons, affect
the behavior of adolescents may
be found in the aspect of the
games' requirement that the character maintain an ''alignment,''
or moral style, a local child
psychologist said.
In Dungeons and Dragons, a
fantasy-gamer must keep his imaginary character consistent with
one of three styles, lawful, chaotic or neutral. Tom Sims, of the
Albuquerque Child Guidance

versity students, according to a
local game store owner Ruebush
talked with.
"Marriage and full-time jobs
are the reasons garners give most
often for leaving the game,"
Ruebush said. Education, escape
and increased confidence are the
reasons he said they give for
playing.

have onthechildren
ceneffect spurred
the gamethemight
ter's interest in studies done on
the subject, Ruebush said.
While Ruebush stressed that
little formal research has been
conducted by psychiatrists, surveys suggest the average player is
20 to 21 years old. It is estimated
that less than 5 percent are
female.
Fantasy garners include artists,
scientists, professionals and uni-

However, whether fantasy role
games are good or bad for children, according to the recent
study, "depends on the child,"
Susan Zlotlow, another child
psychologist at the center, said.
Zlotlow said the study was
conducted with a "small, very
homgenous" group, and revealed very little difference be·
tween fantasy game players and
non-players.

Announcmttnts- In Lip Service wUI ~run lht day
be/ore the ewent and the day o/lht tvenl on o spact
available basis, Lip Suviu iJ available to all UNM
non·Prpfil Organl:atfons. Forms for Lip Servle£ can
be plckM up In Marron Hall.. room /38 ond mtaJ be
turned In by 2 p.m •. iht day ,prior to publication.

This Weekend's Events

THe GUILD
=ii;;;;;;;;;ii;iiiiiiiii;;~~i~~~~~i~~iiiiiiji-=iiii-+-'.wg."'
~

'

Pat TruJillo

LOBO CLAUS: This graphic was designed and donated by a
UNM alumnus for the cover of the Christmas carol books that
will be used for the 'Hanging of the Greens' celebration.

Center, suggested a correlation
between styles and Freudi!ln
theory of id, ego and super ego.
"This part of the game has the
most promise for understanding
the game in a therapeutic way,"
Sims said. He was one of four
panelists from the Albuquerque
Child Guidance Center to participate last week in a psychiatry department conference on fantasy
games.
Britton Ruebush, director of
the center, said 51 percent of the
teenagers they sec in therapy play
Dungeons and Dragons. Inquiries from patents and teachers

Hurt 10 Hurt

TULANE & AMHERST 255-Joso

Popejoy Hall

WHERE AI:.L THE

GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Presents

BULGARIAN MTIONAL
FOLK
ENSEMBLE
KIRIL STEFi\NOV
< ::;

DAI\JCE • CHORUS • ORCHESTRA • COMPANY OF 7 5

Today' s Events
••Orttnt•tlo• io Caner P&inftlnc i.nd PIIKellltntu
will be held rrom .10 a.m. to 2 p.m, today In the
CareerServJcesCentet1 Mesa Vfsta2.t31.

The IJNM Ballroom D**« Clab will hold a lall
formal from 7!30 to IJ p.m. today In the SUB
Ballroom. Music: will be provldN by Make Believe
Ballrooni. Rdtcshments will be served.

Saturday, November 20-8:15 p.m.
Adults: $15.00, $13.00, $10.00

ASUNM I GSA Students: Half Price
Telephone: 277-3121

The Nalln Amerki.ii St•lla willllponsOr a Native
American Student Confetent:e aDd Concert 'from 9
a.m. tb6 p.m. today In theSUDibJiroom. There will
be workshops on education, resources. SIPI, the
Navajo-J.iopl Land Dispute, and the kt&ionar Jndl•n
Student A!soclatlon. Entertainment will be provided

by Paul oneaa ''l'lintl111s,u and
Admbslon ~free.

by

Simon Ordz.

Tioe PhUolophy Club wllllealute Dt. Oayner Wild,
!tom the Biochemistry Depuumni of the UNM
~edlcal S;:bool, who will present a paper liUed, ''A
Modem View of Hunte: Mentai-Otpnlta~lort trom
Conciousncss to Freedoin 11 at· 3:30p.m. today In the
Philosophy Library. The presentation will be

preceded by refreshments atl p.m. IJI the Philosophy
Lounge,
Tilt Clltmlllry Colloquium will pr.,ent Dr. Keith
Pannell, ·rrom ihe University ofTexas-EI Jiaso, Who
will Speak on ·H Activation or II Heterocycles by
Tr11nsitlon Metals" at 3 p.m. today In the Chemistry
l!uildlng,room 101.

The Albuquerque Child Guidance Center conducted their
own pilot study of Dungeons and
Dragons, a game which Sims
pointed out is designed for play
by •'three or more aduJis, age ten
and up."

like," and "why did God invent
flying squirrels? So that they could
swoop down on unsuspecting
acorns?" and ;.'what makes Teflon
stick to the pari?"
And there was the rhetorical
observation: "Maybe there's a
woman in my body but I don't know
it 'cause she's a lesbian."
The evening was full of jabs at
women (''the basic difference between men and women is th<1t man
can walk past a shoe store"). And
the audience discovered GalJagher's
contempt for the ignorant people
(especialJy the ignorant drivers) of
America.
1
' I think the next time four people
agree that another is a stupid driver,
they ought to drag him to the side of
the road, jack his car up, and each
person take a tire."

And GalJagher had a slew of other
observations, remarks and questions
that pointed to congress and ("you
couldn't get the lO comandments
through congress if Moses was
buying drinks") you know, your
basic comic material. But in this

Psychologist studies outcome
of fantasy-role games on kids
By Gayle M, Krueger
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case the old angles worked because
of this comic'6 vocal tone, his razorhoned delivery and new twists to old
comic styles.
An ad for a Sledge·O-Matic topped off the evening. This invention
(which apparently is meant as a rival
to the notorious Veg-0-Matic) is
actualJy a giant sledge hammer that
Gallagher pulled out of a suitcase.
The comedian wasted no time get
the audience involved the perverse
smashing of alJ kinds of produce.
Another comedian, named Tony,
came out in the middle of the show
and broke up the evening for Gallagher. Tony, who did a fair job of
keeping the audience's interest, did
a creative and very entertaining pantomime on what a man goes through
when he first buys a sportscar.
On the whole Tuesday night in
Popejoy Hall was a great evening of
comedy. The laughs kept on coming, and the next day, during the
quiet moments of reverie (which
usualJy come in the middle of class)
you found you were still laughing.
This was the best ad possible for
HBO's next GalJagher special.

Actors needed for

Joe Cavarena

GALLAGHER gets intimate with the audience at Popejoy during his performance there
Tuesday evening.

Voltaire's "Candide" with music
by Leonard Bernstein will have open
auditions this weekend at Rodcy
Theater. This Hal Prince version of
the 1973 Broadway hit will have
many roles for singers and actors.
Any student, staff or faculty member is encouraged to try out.

~candide'

Actors may sign up for audition
times by contacting the chairman's
office in the theater arts department,
Room 1412, 277-4332. Auditioners
are asked to sing a popular show
ballad or an aria in English. An
accompanist will be furnished.

Renewal Deadline
Residenee Hall Students Are
Reminded To Complete And
Submit Their Residenee Hall
Room And Board Renewal
Materials By: 4:00pm
November 30, 1982
Submit Forms To:
Housing Colleetions & Reservations
2nd Floor, La Posada

The Lampados Clab or the Omep· .PtJ Phi
Fnternltt will have an after~the-pme dance. from
8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday in the Cellar,. behind
Hokona Hall. Admission ill $2 per person.
Dtf~ Slama PI; a UNM professional business
fraternity, will sponsor a uw Vegas Niaht'+ at 9
p.m. Saturday at the Phf Gamma Delta House, l!Dl
Mesa Vista, NE, The public is invited to attend. More
Information is available at27?·6!50,

uchrtsllln_ Peat:em1klna,*' a new series

ot adult

forUms, will feature Herbert Meredith Orrell, teacher
al the t.JNM Division of Continulna Education, who
wiU sJW:8k on ''Reinventing Politics?' It 10 -a.m.
Sunday at the First United Presbyr.erian Church,
room 217. Orrell's talk:.is based on 1onathart Schell 1s
book, "The Fate of the Earth.''

Monday's Events
The E•m,.oma•'• Serlto will I>R"<nt Rachel
Fenster and Sira SchWartz who Will speak on 1 'Aruf..
Semltlsm In the Women•s Movement" from noon to
J p.m. Monday In the Women•s Center.

There's strength in numbers,
but only if we work ~gether.
According to the Baha'i faith, "The supreme need of humanity
is cooperation and reciprocity."
For more information, write: Baha'i Faith, P.O. Box 1466,
Las Vegas, NM 87701 or call collect: 505·425-3688

Tilt UNM Ch... Cllb will conclude end of the )'ear
buslriell and will host a local hlsh school chess club~~
3 p.m. Monday In lh< SUB, room 2!0·A. All
members are tequested to attend.
The Tdiotlal Center'• hours arc 10 a.m. to IZ:$0
p.m. and $ to ~,50 p.m. Monday,. l to 5:30 p.m,
Tuesdays, II a.m. to 3:!0 p.m. Wednesdays, 3 to6:3D
p.m. Thursdays, tind 10 to 11:30 a.m. Fridays, More
inrormallon I~ avallable from Harold ~amwell,
Tutorial Center Director, at 2.71-4969.

NOW SHOWING!
IN
ALBUQUERQUE, SANTA FE and GRANTS
ORTHODOX COMMUNITY
···~· .. ~···-- .. ·~-

._, . . . . . ., ...... ..., ..... .., •• ~ ... ~~ .. , , • • • , • • si•to~l#rt-jf••'rl\4l'f
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ADAPT to offer drug workshop
By Dan O'Shea
Athletic Drug Awareness Prevention and Treatment (ADAPT) is the
title of a workshop scheduled for
next semester at UNM.
"New Mexico will be a leader in
trying to meet student-athlete
needs," said Dr. Dick Papenfuss,
coordinator of Health Education at
UNM.
"The National Collegiate Athletic Association has given some
direction which is consistent with
what we arc trying to do," Papenfuss said.
The workshop is centered around
the drug problem in athletics. In the
September issue of the Chronicle of
Education, results of a study of Big
10 Athletic Conference athletes using drugs were published along with
NCAA recommendations urging
colleges to teach athletes and
coaches the dangers of drug abuse.
The course (HE 292-400), will
run from March 22 to May I 0 on
Tuesdays from 2-4 p.m. Guest lecturers arc scheduled and Papenfuss
and Barbara Beier will team·teach
the workshop. Cy Stockhoff, who
works at an alcohol intervention
program off campus, will talk about
the effects ·Of alcohol.
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courses for coaches as a parallel
idea. He stresses the workshop is to
help stlldcnt-athletes.

"I would be opposed to a course
that would make it easy for athletes.
If anything, I would require more of
the student-athlete,'' said Papenfuss,

"When and How to Get Help" is
the title of another session. "We'd
like to show the athlete someone
they can go to if they have a problem," said Papenfuss. He said players usually don't go to their coach for
help.

"We do workshops as a testing
ground and if they're popular they
could evolve into a course,'' he said,

The UNM athletic council, discussed the merits of courses which
are designed specifically for
athletes. Papenfuss sees special

Papenfuss was instrumental in initiating a summer drug education
program for coaches at the Universi·
ty of Wisconsin-La Crosse before
coming to UNM this year,

.:~r·, lH·ol't•!tl~l'l1

------ --- -~---· -~~ --~t!J:._ _ _ ~----

~

"We're going to get the community involved in the course," Papenfuss said, A speaker from the drug
rehabilitation center will also come
to the workshop.

l•~l

WE BAD, WE NATIONWIDE: Julius Johnson and Mark Eastham break up a pass play during last week's CSU game. The
Lobo defense will play a big part in Saturday's 6 p.m. contest against Hawaii. The game will be broadcast by the Turner
Cable Network.
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Lobos face Rainbows;
hope to find pot o' gold
By Steve King

DELTA SIGMA PI
PRESENTS:

LAS VEGAS

NIGHT
Saturday, November 20th
after the Lobo Game
at the Phi Gamma Delta House
1801 Mesa Vista NE
Bladljack, Craps, Roulette, Wheel of Fortune
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
• FREE FOOD AND
MUNCHIES
e AUCTION FOR
VALUABLE GIFTS
• DOOR PRIZES

~
Ill
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>
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::::l +--~.__~-----~

Mesa Vista

Admission $1.00
for more Info c:all277·6550

Two teams which arc out of the
winning picture in the race for the
Western Athletic Conference foot·
ball crown, will have a chance to
play the spoiler's role in games with
the leaders, Saturday.
The University of Utah will host
the league leading Brigham Young
University Cougars in Salt Lake
City, and the University of Hawaii
Rainbows will invade University
Stadium to battle the nationallyranked UNM Lobos.
If the Cougars should win they
will host the Holiday Bowl, but
should they lose and the Lobos win,
UNM will be in San Diego, December 17. If both UNM and BYU lose,
the Cougars will still make the bowl
trip.
The 20th ranked Lobos can make
the UNM history books with a win,
since no team in the history of Lobo
football has ever won 10 games in a
single season. The 9-1 Lobos arc
only eight yards behind Utah in total
defense, and if the Lobos can continue their stingy ways, they could
be the .top defensive team in the
WAC for the third straight year.
BYU, ( 6-lin conference play)
can win the WAC title for the
seventh consecutive time, if they
can beat the Utes. Utah is led by Carl
Monroe, who is the NCAA leader in
the all-purpose running category.
The Cougars counter with the nation's number two passer in Steve
Young.
Eighteen Lobo seniors will be
making their final home appearance.
The kickoff wiii be at 6:05 p.m. at
University Stadium. The new lights
for the stadium will help the fans see
the game bcitcr and aid the Turner
Broadcasting System (TBS Cable
17) in telecasting the game to Cable
TV subscribers throughout the Un·
ited States.

Another topic will be the implications of smoking and smokeless
tobacco. Papenfuss said few athletes
recognize that using chewing tobacco could cause cancer of the gum and
mouth. Another session will be about marijuana and the athlete. Other
drugs, heroin, cocaine, steroids and
eaffine will be discussed along with
drugs and the law.

Intra murals
to offer fun
tomorrows

Among those starting their last
home game include offensive star•
ters David Osborn, Keith MaGee,
Don Elliot, Kevin Ates, John Lane
and Mike D. Carter. The graduating
defensive starters include: Kelly
Wilson, Jake Simpson, Sammy Parrish and AI Greenwood. UNM will
also lose both of its specialists, as
Pete Parks and Bobby Ferguson will
have fulfilled their four-year tenures.
Coach Joe Morrison and the rest
of his staff have done a good job of
preparing the Lobos in the past and
will have their work cut out for them
this week. However, Hawaii has had
a week to prepare for UNM, but
Rainbow Coach Dick Tomey is very
worried.
"Their (the Lobos ') offense i.s
very much improved," said Tomey.
"They've always had atough defense, but that Osborn kid is reallv a
leader. We will have to stop him and
throw the ball a little more to keep
their aggressive defense off balance.
It's tough to pass against them, but
it's even harder to run.
The Lobos ate coming off a hectic
week where they finally made it into
the Top-20 and had linebacker Johnny Jackson honored by the league, a
national magazine and a wire ser·
vice, This game might be the most
important game in the school's his·
tory.

Intramurals and Campus Recreation arc planning two exciting activities to be held tomorrow. The Sixth
Annual Turkey Trot will begin at the
UNM North Golf Course at I 0 a.m.
The deadline for entry in this three·
mile run is today at 5 p.m. in the
Intramurals office, Room 230 of
Johnson Gym. There is a $4 entry
fee with pre-registration, or entrants
may pay a $5 entry fee the day of the
run. The first 225 people who enter
will receive a Turkey Trot t-shirt,
and prizes will be awarded to the
first, second and third place
finisherS in each age category, both
men and women, UNM and nonUNM divisions.
Dance for Heart will also be held
from 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. This
dance marathon, featllring many of
the dance exercise programs in
Albuquerque, will benefit the Amer·
ican Heart Association. Admission
is free to participants with sponsors.
Pledge sheets can be obtained from
the Intramural office, Room 230 of
Johnson Gym. A donation of $1.50
is required from participants without
sponsors. 'For more information,
call the Intramural office, 277-5151.

The team, the coaches and the
fans in Albuquerque will know the
outcome of the BYU-Utah game and
how it happenned before the Lobo
game, because it will be aired on
KANW-FM. KANW station mana·
ger Mike Brasher announced Thursday the Utah-BYU contest will be
carried over 89.1 at 11:40 a.m.
Satllrday.
"Carrying the game will be one of
the most important things that
KANW has done," said Brasher.

Special Sole!

New Mexico Union

Mercado
House Plants
894 2" pots
1.79 4" poH
4.99 6" poH
Mon- Thur 7 am-8pm
Frl 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-2pm

@1982 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukea, Wls.

'I

~

HOIST A VICTORY DRINI<
TOTHELOBOS
SATURDAYAfTER THE GAME

• free wcll drink with
your Lobo ticket stub
• Hot dogs at night
• Dance to Sox
(Lunch 'til6 pm, too!)

4200 Central SE
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1. Personals
liAI'I'\' "11" GRt:GORYI You're legal now, but
that neverstopped you before! Donna and Martha.
11 119
IT'S YOlll{ llltAND of fun! Ned's/KRST Country
Roundup Party tonight. Dunce to D.J. Gookin. Join
the cattle ~nlllng contest. Holst the 2·for·92·cenls
special!. Tonight at Ned's, 4200 Central Sfl.
11/19
UH.'iAVER: TIIANKS f'OR brlnslng me those
wonderful C:llffs Notes. They really helped me un·
derstuntl wh111 I reud, and they gave me t1 great
review. You und Cliffs Noles arc Number 1 In my
book! Whaddya say we head out to Walden's Pond
foruThoreau·IY good time? BREATHING EASY.
11/19
WE GOT ))ISTRIIIU'fORS. Prescription eyeglass
fr~me~. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimle;\. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Mcnuul N.E., across fromLnBelles.
tfn
IIA v.; A JIS/BA In Biology, Chemistry, or l'hy~ics?
Peace Corps will train you to tcnch science at the
\C\:ondnry education level. Cull 277·2961.
11/19
ADOPTION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy.
266·5837.
11/22
JllJCKY UAMIIO: A stitch in time saves nine.
lltll'karoo.
I 1/19
''IIIG F." !Mil. ll): Don't let the ~ninbows stain your
mel, a real man would rnuke the Hawaiians his meal.
Uoud luck, your loving llllrnpettc.
I 1119
IIlLI. II, I wnnt your body. Love, R.A. NMSU. 11/19
WilY GO ('JIAZY before finals? Party with us in
Red River Dec. 3·5. Call Student Trnv~l Center 277·
1130
2316.
I
QlJIJo:RES AI'IU~NJ>ER A hnblnr y escribfr "ver•
dndcro" Fspnool'l Profesor nntfvo de flspana
Unrnarne266·2264 Javier.
11/24
liRA SAJ.t;, $5,99 Maidenform, Jesebel, etc. Lobo
Mi~~ across from UNM.
11/19
lllltTIIDA Y JIOY; I got you a teal present. Copies of
C'llffl Noles to match every novel you have to read. I
figure thnt the Cliffs Notes will help you review faster
50 we'll tmve more time to celebrate. Cliffs Notes
nnw. (lood times later. Happy day! PRACTICAl.,.
11/19
111\NNY 'flU: 1101)0- I'll see you in Durango at
Christmas forchlngn.dolng. Tim T.
11/19
TilE MIXt:D IIAG! While quantities last, half price
,nlc on Jordan Almonds and Gourmet Jelly Beans,
reg. $3.99/lb, now $2/lb. Check us out nt 121 Yale
Sl', ~• bfksouth ofCentrnl.
11/19
rEACt; COJtPS APPLICATIONS available at the
latin American Institute. 801 Yale NE.
11/29
nt:Ail STUDENTS/t'ANS: Thanks for helping us
move to our new location at 700 1st St NW. In appreciation, we are extending our 2·for·l Sale through
thi1Sat. Love, the lloys.
J 1119
GUitDIEfl'·OUSI'ENSKY STUD\' group accepting
students. 281-2401.
12/13
HEY DAN, WANNA buy some swampland? ll/19
YELLOW 10·SPt:F.D: Remember at the stoplight?
You nskcd where I got thnt Cliffs Notes In my basket.
II ope the bookstore had the one you needed. They're
n great way to save time when you review. Maybe
~ven some extra ttme to get better acquainted.
BROWN3·SPEED.
11/19
WE LOVE TilE Lobosl Come celebrate the Lobos'
10·1 season Saturday after the game, at Ned's.
Special Lobo Madness events and drinks. Saturday at
Ned's, 4200 Central SE.
II /19
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
Inexpensive, pleasing. Lowest prices In town I Two for
SS, Four for $7. Near UNM, Come to 123 Wellesley
S.Il., Corner Sliver, or call265·1323.
tfn
ACt'URATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trnceptlon, sterllluulon, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLJSUING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING A counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

CltEATIVE PERSONAL CIIILOCARE, pre-school
age. UniversitY area. 265·2745.
11/19
PIANO LESSONS, OF-GREED, experienced,
patient. 266-6212.
12/13
\'Oil SLEEP, WE type. II.IM Seleelric 11. Ovcrnlte
service, Klnko's Copies. 255·9673.
11/24
'J'Yl'IS'f. ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242.3093,
11/30
Ot:GRt:ED SECRETARY Of'FERING professional
typing. Notary, reasonable rates, 268·9711 until 9
p.m.
ll/23
FULl. SERVICE TYPING In by 9 a.m., out by 5
p.m. or overnight. Correcting Selectric. 268·0657.
ll/23
VIC::TORIA'S WORD SMITHY: Word processing,
typing, Call Vickie anytime 821·4812.
12/13
READ THIS AD- Typist wlff type term papers of
all kinds. Quality work at a low price. Calf 821·6916.
11/30
STOP SMOKING Wl'fHOUT climbing the walls.
Start Monday, be a nonsmoker Friday. Money back
guarantee. The Lust Match. 266-7066.
11/18
TYPING. DIANNE 881·3542,
11/22
24 HOUR TYI'ING service near UNM, Calf 247·
3$19,
12/13
VERY BF.S'f TYPING: term papers, manuscripts,
research, also tutoring. Reasonable, 296-1794. ll/19
TYPERIGJIT- PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
service, 265-5203.
11/24
24 HOUR TYPING, Jean 881·0628,
11/22
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area. 85
cents/page. 299·1355.
12/13
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services. Call THE OTHER OFFICE: 8846564,
12/13
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, WORD processor. 242·
$472 after 5 p.m.
11/30
A·l TYPIST TERM Papers, Resumes299·8970,
11/30
-TY-P-IN_G_,_M_E_D_I_C_A_L-/S-C-IE"'NT=JF"'I:-:C:--t-er-m..,.fn-o":'lo~g--y,
Papers, lab reports, etc. After6 p.m. 821·4378. 11119

5. ForSale
METAL OFFICE DESK $50. 884·5123,
ll/19
STEREO AND RECORDING equipment, and
muslciallnstruments for sale or trade. Call Mark 242·
0404 or 345·3311 ext. 2271.
11/22
1976 VEGA 4 sp, cassettee stereo, steel belted radials,
good condition, $1495 or best offer. Call Vince 277•
3973.
11/22
WM CORRECTING SELECTRIC II, brand new in
box, $890.292-6467 (mornings), 296-3415 (evenings).
ll/23
1977 KZ400, RUNS great. 65 mpg. Must sell, $625,
Call277·3770,
11/19
YAMAHA STEREO RECEIVER, Cr.2020 220·
watts, two YamahaNS·IOOO speakers $795, 88).1668,
11/24
SCHWJNNS·SUPER LE Tour, almost new $200,
Varsity$70. 242·4038 after 5 p.m.
11/19
IBM EXECUTIVE TYPEWRITERS ..$300.
Reconditioned IBM Selectrlcs from $500, Brand new
correcting Selectric IJ's - $910 w/30 day warranty.
Reconditioned IBM Electronic typewriters - call for
prices. GJC 292·6467 (mornings); 296·3415
(evenings),
12/8
1970 VOLVO TWO..door automatic, Oood con·
dltion, $1500, Calll·471·0105.
11/23

ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
lations, tenn papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
11/19
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING at reasonable rates in
my home. Specializing in thesis and tenn papers, 29692n after 5 p.m. and weekends.
11122
TYPING. 51/page, 293·4892.
11130
TYPING, PROf'F..SSIONAL, 111M Selectrlc II. 24
hour service. Klnko'sCopies.255·9673,
11/24

6. Employment
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Savcway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NI!,
5516 Menaul NE.
11/23
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500.
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write JJC,
BoxS2·NMI, Corona Del Mar, CA92625,·
11/24
CHILD CARE - TWO children, 7 and 9 years, after
school at our home, vicinity Louisiana and Mon·
tgomery. Excellent pay, Call 881·6625 or296·0526.
11/23
WALGREENS AT 11020 Montgomery NE is now

I

$1.65
127 Harvard SE
'" w.. a. "' c:.n~n~

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BID
MAT • GMAT • OAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SSAT • PSAT • ACHIEVEMENTS
SAT • ACT • TOEFL • MSKP
MArl MED BDS • ECFMG
FLEX • YQE • NOB • RN BDS
CPA • SPEED READING
~-4lMPUIN
EOUCATIONAl CENTER

Test Preparatton Sptelalisls
Sonce 1938

For information. PltJa5e

Call~

265-2524

THE PERFECT
Gin

II
I
I

II

Everyone will enjoy the subtle yet
always appropriate message con·
veyed by this handsome plaque.
It's a totally high quality item that
you'll be pleased to give or
display. A full 6;,x 6" It features:

I

I

•
•
•
•
•

1--------~-------1 2 FREE LITERS I

1 OF son DRINK I
1 with any LARGE PIZZA I
I any two or more item 1 1 FREE LITE!f' I
I LARGE PIZZA 1 with any SMALL PIZZA I

I
I $1 •7 5 OFF

I
I
I

243-2100
1710 Central SE
one coupon per pizza
limited delivery area

1
I
I

-------- I

BLACK, SAGE GREEN,
CAMOUFLAGE, BLUE

$46.75 and up

(must have student 10)

..x ~\JFMAN"'•
Wll.\'1'

t'J

504 YALE SE

Come in and try our Video Games

I

243-0338

Check Cashing
Service

P

Ask About
Our New
Speed Reading
Program

I

1702 SIIW!r SE

M·ercodo

ARMY·NAVY GOODS

243-21 00 FREE DELIVEP.YI

PIZZA EXPkESS

•

24 Hours

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO'I{N

PIZZA EXPRESS

I

SIUDENT SPECIAL: 10" dlttcount
IWh student JD

USAF FLIGHT JACKET
GENUINEGI

C::overed
Wllragon

. ________________ _
1 .._.
1

Bright Future Futon Company

I.A.B.
243·9358

.-..------~------,

__..,...,

TnE PLANETS 8:30 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 24th.
Old Airport Terminal building, 2920 Yale 131vd SE.
Ilene fit dance for CARD.
11/24
RECREATION AND LEISURE Society sponsors
Picnic ttl, Food and music. Today 1 2·5 p.m., Johnson
Gym fields.
11/19
LAMPADOS CLUB OF Omega Psi Phi Is having
another great after-the-game dance in the ''Cellar"
behind Ho~ona Hall, Saturday the 20th, 8:30 p.m. to
I a.m. $2 a person.
11/19
.BOOK SALE NOV. 28, 1982, 8:30 a,m.·l p,m.
Aquinas Newman Center Auditorium, 1815 Las
Lomas Rd Nfl.
11/24
LAS VEGAS NIGHT after the Lobo game Saturday,
Nov. 20, at 1801 Mesa Vista Nfl. Games, prizes, food
and lots of fun. Open to the public.
11/19

New Mexico Union

GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals, MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn

& A Large Soft Drink

9. Las N oticias

Spacesa\lel' futons; :11' x trr - $85

Bartending

3. Services

.I

NEED PASSENGERS. LEAVE 11/24, return II /28,
Destination: Cottonwood, Az. - passing through
Gallup, Holbrook, Flagstaff. Call294-1304 evenings,
11119
WANTED:
ROUND
TRIP
ride/Indianapolis/Christmas break. Will share
driving/expenses, Tony 256-7128.
11/24
ADVERTISE YOUR TID!', Adventure, or Ride
Needs in the Daily Lobo,
tfn

ADORABLE SEVEN.WEEK·old mate kittens free to
loving homes, Two still available Call266·6n6 or see
at 525 Virginia NE.
11/24
CHILOCAitE NEEDED. INFANT, two mor·
nings/week. Indian School/Carlisle area. 268·5078.
11/19
BALLOONS BALLOONS, GIVE that someone
special a "big lift.'' Balloon Bouquets for all oc·
casions- Birthday, Anniversary, Get Well, New
Baby, or ''just because I love you.'' City·wlde
deUvery, many costumes. 298·5411.
11/22

4. Housing

l.OST: KEYS NEAR SUB Nov. 12. Reward. 255·
4i8S.
11/29
LOST: SMALL SJJEPHERO Collie cross, "Man·
dy," black and tan, Sunday, Nov, 14. Phone: 867·
3757 or345.0556.
11/19
•·ol'N)): BEIGE PURSE belonging to L. Neudecker,
Claimputsellt 131 Marron Half.
11/19
CLAil\1 YOUR LOST possessionS' at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

I~
•
· · - - ctrv"'
1 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza

7. Travel.

8. Miscellaneous

Four Week Course $350

2. Lost & Found

I
I

seeking part·tfme cashieNler~. Related experi~nce
needed, Must be21, Apply in person,
11/19
GRADUATE
ASSISTANT•
PROGRAMMING- Applicant~ being sought for
Residence Hall Graduate Assfstant·Programmlng
position for 1983 Spring semester. Earn single room,
board, $222 per month and receive tuition waiver.
Residence hall or ~tudent activity programming
experience preferred, Apply; Assocl~te Dean of
Students Office, La Posada Hall. Dea~llne: Nov. 29,
1982.
11124
HELP WANTE)); LOOKING for dependable, short·
time construction, long-time restar help. Good pay,
part or full time, Call Len or Barry 884-8572. 11119
AVAILABLE DAILY, FULL·part time jobs, Here's
a sample: Pest cl)ntrol person, bookkeepers, nurse's
aids, restaurant work. 262·1751 Guaranteed Jobs,
One time $40 fee,
11/19
CRUISE SHIP JOBSI Great Income potential. All
occupations. For information, call (602) 998·0426
ext. 924,
11/19
EARN 5255,80 WEEKLY working at home part or
full time. Experience unnecessary. For details and
application, mall self·addressed stamped envelope to:
M.D.Q., Box 157, Santa Cruz, New Mexico 87567.
12/2

PIZZA EXPkESS
243-2100

~ 710 Central SE

one coupon per pizza
limited delivery area

II

I
1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _. .

Deeply Etched Metal
Two Color Enameling
Walnut Veneer
Beautiful Gift Box
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Great for dorm, home, or office.
The best way to handle your gift
list.
Original Dealgna

P.O. Box 594
1572 Ltndenhursl Dr.
Centerville, Ohio 45459

VIal/MasterCard
Acceptad

Please send me
plaques at
$15.95 each (plus $1.50 postage & hand!•
tng')
I
enclose
a
check
of
money
order for
$. _ _ _ __
Name _______________________

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-·--VtsaJMasterCard H·~------Exp. Date_ _ _ _ _~-Signature ~----~~-~~
Ohio resltfents add 6% sales tax.

265-7777

Mon·Thur 7am-8pm
Fri 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-2pm

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
58 Spins
1 Split up
62 Fissile rock
63 Love: lt.
5 This: Sp.
9 Miniature
64 Parties:
14 Steel
2 words
member
66 Riel followers
15 Knock out
67 Opera
16 British tar
number
17 Dolomite
68 Undiluted
19"- -ear 69 Snob
and ... "
70 Auction off
20 Keats or
71 Sea eagles
Pindar
DOWN
21 Liberated
1 Helmsman
23 Rock
2 Remain
25 Cut
3 Fiber plant
26 Frond
4 Bridge
28 Expunged
5 M~Tplus
32 Textiles
2 hrs.
37 Hillside
6 Danish
38 Asian sash
speech
39 Abandons
sound
41 Kin
7 Melodies
42 Attack:
8 Anoint
2words
9 Wood pieces
45 Time of day: 10 Talc or trona
2words
11 Love god
48 Pebbles
12 Unasplrated
50- mater:
13 Llxivia'ied
Brain
18 Meat source
22 Verb
membrane
51 Pastries
contraction
54 Area
241nvaslon

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

27 Card game
29 Mediocre
30 Majestic
31 Pulpit
32 Ground
cover
33 Support
34 Joslp Broz
35 Actor Chaney
36 Hurried
40 French cbins
43 New York's
neighbor
44 Tidiest

46 Hilltop
47 St. Lawrence
rapids
49 Hindu title
52 Roman garb
53 Sleep loudly
55 More insipid
56 N.Y. city
57 Respites
58 NFL team
59 Portent
so In -:All
61 Make dirty
65 Pigeon pea

•

